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Abstract: This paper introduces a novel multiport power converter with modular architecture for
photovoltaic (PV)-battery based power systems. Compared to conventional centralized multiport
converters, the proposed converter significantly improves the utilization of PV available energy and
battery capacity as it does not require a high number of series-connected PV and battery modules.
The proposed converter also eliminates the need for additional battery cell/module equalizer circuitry
by being able to implement directly energy management strategies that consider the different
capabilities of battery modules to ensure charge/stress balancing. This makes it a promising solution
for interfacing second-life batteries or for systems that utilize batteries with a high degree of mismatch.
The modularity of the proposed converter enhances system reliability and fault tolerance and reduces
the power/voltage ratings of the power electronic devices. The converter modes of operation, control
strategy and design considerations are discussed. A 75 V/1 kW integrated PV-battery power system
prototype is built and tested to validate the concept.

Keywords: battery chargers; DC-DC power converters; maximum power point trackers; multiport
converter; power management; renewable energy; second-life battery

1. Introduction

The need to further advance the development of renewable energy sources points to exploring
new ways of implementing power systems for new stationary and mobile applications and integration
with energy storage. The conventional structure of DC power systems with renewable sources were
constructed such that each source interfaces to the power bus via its own DC-DC converter which
controls its mode of operation and adapts its voltage level with the bus voltage. One of the most
common examples for such a structure are the stand-alone photovoltaic (PV) power systems which
consists of two DC-DC converters: one is unidirectional for PV maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) and the other one is bidirectional to control battery charge/discharge operations [1–4] as seen
in Figure 1a. Recently, multiport converter (MPC) topologies have been shown to provide advantages
compared to the convention systems, including lower cost and higher power density.
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Figure 1. Power system structure with (a) multiple single DC-DC converters; (b) Conventional 
centralized multiport DC-DC converter; (c) proposed modular multiport DC-DC converter. 

The MPC topology can be fully isolated implementing multi-winding transformers with 
half-bridge topology [5] or full-bridge topology [6–8] to allow full isolation between all ports. Other 
alternatives are partially isolated [9–14] or non-isolated topologies [15–22]. The isolated and partly 
isolated MPCs are better choices for applications that require some sort of galvanic isolation, 
however the use of transformer may reduce the power density of such converters. On the other hand 
the non-isolated MPCs can have simpler control design and better efficiency [23] but with limited 
voltage mismatch level between sources and the power bus. 

The structure of most of these MPCs are centralized topologies, built based on a central 
converter that interfaces different power sources and energy storage with the power bus as seen in 
Figure 2b .The problem with these centralized multiport converters (CMPCs), when a PV-battery 
system is considered, is that they require strings of a high number of series-connected PV-panels in 
order to be able to interface to high voltage power buses to minimize converter current rating but 
this leads to several disadvantages. The most important one is the severe reduction in the 
throughput power when one or several panels are subject to a partial shading or partial shading-like 
characteristics due to panel irregularities as investigated in References [24–27]. Additionally, all the 
PV-panels within the string must be at the same orientation in order to achieve identical light 
incident angles and balanced power for all panels within the string. This limits the degree of 
freedom for mounting the PV-panels which needs to be maximized, especially for the household 
applications due to the limited availability of space. 

Similarly, a CMPCs with a higher voltage power bus also requires battery strings with a high 
number of series-connected battery cells which have several disadvantages related to the need for 
additional complex charge balancing circuitry and limited utilization of the available capacity of the 
battery as investigated in References [28–32]. Additionally, the CMPCs are not fault tolerant as a 
single failure within the converter will cause the overall system to be unusable. 

The modular structure of the MPCs shown in Figure 1c can improve system flexibility and fault 
tolerance as presented in Reference [33], where the structure of a power system based on parallel 
MPCs has been investigated. However, it kept the centralized structure of PV/battery strings that 

Figure 1. Power system structure with (a) multiple single DC-DC converters; (b) Conventional
centralized multiport DC-DC converter; (c) proposed modular multiport DC-DC converter.

The MPC topology can be fully isolated implementing multi-winding transformers with half-bridge
topology [5] or full-bridge topology [6–8] to allow full isolation between all ports. Other alternatives
are partially isolated [9–14] or non-isolated topologies [15–22]. The isolated and partly isolated MPCs
are better choices for applications that require some sort of galvanic isolation, however the use of
transformer may reduce the power density of such converters. On the other hand the non-isolated
MPCs can have simpler control design and better efficiency [23] but with limited voltage mismatch
level between sources and the power bus.

The structure of most of these MPCs are centralized topologies, built based on a central converter
that interfaces different power sources and energy storage with the power bus as seen in Figure 1b
.The problem with these centralized multiport converters (CMPCs), when a PV-battery system is
considered, is that they require strings of a high number of series-connected PV-panels in order to
be able to interface to high voltage power buses to minimize converter current rating but this leads
to several disadvantages. The most important one is the severe reduction in the throughput power
when one or several panels are subject to a partial shading or partial shading-like characteristics due to
panel irregularities as investigated in References [24–27]. Additionally, all the PV-panels within the
string must be at the same orientation in order to achieve identical light incident angles and balanced
power for all panels within the string. This limits the degree of freedom for mounting the PV-panels
which needs to be maximized, especially for the household applications due to the limited availability
of space.

Similarly, a CMPCs with a higher voltage power bus also requires battery strings with a high
number of series-connected battery cells which have several disadvantages related to the need for
additional complex charge balancing circuitry and limited utilization of the available capacity of the
battery as investigated in References [28–32]. Additionally, the CMPCs are not fault tolerant as a single
failure within the converter will cause the overall system to be unusable.

The modular structure of the MPCs shown in Figure 1c can improve system flexibility and fault
tolerance as presented in Reference [33], where the structure of a power system based on parallel
MPCs has been investigated. However, it kept the centralized structure of PV/battery strings that
needs a high number of series-connected PV/battery cells for interfacing to a higher voltage power
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buses. Other topology for the modular structure of the MPC has been proposed in Reference [34]
that implements a sub-modules of a fully isolated MPC as a building block for the modular converter
to enable decentralized PV/battery strings. However, it requires a large number of semiconductor
switches/diodes per each sub-module that causes the power converter to be very complex.

In this paper, a new multiport converter topology for interfacing PVs and batteries has been
developed. The developed topology has been used as a sub-module to build a new modular multiport
converter (MMPC) which removes the need for high voltage strings of PV/batteries with their related
problems. It also reduces the power rating and voltage stress of the power electronics that may enhance
the overall system efficiency. One of the most important merits of the propose topology is that it can
perform battery charge balancing for a wide range of battery module imbalances. This is of particular
interest when employing second-life batteries (SLB) which are receiving considerable attention [35–37].

The paper is organised as follows: the system level analysis of the proposed converter is presented
in Section 2; the topology of the scalable power module design is discussed in Section 3; then, operation
of the proposed converter is discussed in Section 4 and experimental results to verify the operation of
the converter is presented in Section 5; finally, Section 6 concludes the main points of this paper.

2. System Level Analysis of Proposed Converter

The proposed MMPC utilizes a number low power MPC modules, each MPC module (referred
to as power module (PM)) has as inputs a PV port and a battery port. The output of the modules,
which can accommodate different ratings for PV/batteries, are connected in series to provide the full
bus voltage/power as shown in Figure 2.
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2.1. Converter Global Control

The global controller should ensure the regulation of the bus voltage at desired value and manage
the power sharing among the PMs according to the available power from the different PV modules as
well as the state of charge (SoC)/state of health (SoH) of the battery modules. This is to ensure maximum
power extraction from all the PVs as well as charge/stress balancing among all the battery modules.
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The power sharing of the individual PMs is controlled through controlling the ratio of output
voltage that each PM contributes, to the fulfillment of required bus voltage (Vbus):

Pbus = VbusIbus =
∑n

i=1
Pi, Pi = IbusVi ∀i = 1 . . .n (1)

where Pbus is the bus power, Ibus is the bus current, n is number of PMs, Pi is the power contribution of
the ith PM and Vi is its output voltage which estimated as:

Vi = Ki
Ppvi
−

∑n
i=1 Ppvi−IbusVbus

n

Ibus
(2)

where Ppvi is the power of the PV-module of the ith PM and Ki is a sharing factor defined based on the
SoC of the module’s battery and estimated as:

Ki =
nSoCi∑n

k=1 SoCk
and

∑n

i=1
Ki(SoC) = n (3)

The global controller then forwards the module’s share of the bus voltage Vi as a reference voltage
to the module’s local output voltage controller.

During time periods when the PV power exceeds the load and the batteries should be in charging
mode, the PMs which interface to the battery modules with lower SoCs should contribute less to the
bus voltage/power (smaller Vi) to allow more PV power to be used for charging their battery modules.
On the other hand, PMs which interface to the battery modules with higher SoCs contributes higher
voltage/power to the bus to maintain the required bus voltage. As a result, a lower PV power will be
directed from their PV modules to their battery modules for slower charging.

During the time periods when the PV power is lower that the load, the battery modules will be
in discharging mode to supply the load power. PMs which interface to battery modules with lower
SoCs should contributes less to the bus voltage/power to allow slower discharging while PMs which
interface to battery modules with higher SoCs should contribute more to the bus voltage/power to
compensate, and this will mean faster discharging and reduction of the SoCs imbalances. Through
this strategy, charge balancing can be achieved among battery modules that may be at different SoCs
due to batteries capacity mismatching. Balancing of thermal stress among battery modules under
mismatched equivalent series resistances (ESR) in the battery cells [30] (which can be significant if
there are peak charge/discharge power of the battery) can also be achieved by adapting the energy
management strategy accordingly; however, this will not be considered further within this paper.

2.2. Balancing Range

As the charge balancing among the battery modules is controlled by the different voltage share
among the PMs as previously described, the range of output voltage for the PMs determines the range
of imbalance in battery modules SoC that can be handled by the MMPC.

The voltage contribution of the PM which interfaces to the battery module at lowest SoC is
defined as:

Vmin = Kmin
Vbus

n
(4)

where Kmin is the sharing factor of the PM that interface to the battery module with the lowest SoC.
In order to keep the bus voltage at the reference value unaffected by the balancing process,

the sharing factor of the PM which interfaces to the highest SoC battery module (Kmax) should satisfy:

Kmax = n−Kmin −

n∑
i=2

Ki (5)
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Based on Equation (4), Kmin can be estimated based on the minimum achievable output voltage
which is limited by the voltage of the PV-module at maximum power point (Vmpp) during sunlight.
The voltage share of the PM that interfaces to the battery with the highest SoC (Vmax) should satisfy
Equation (6) in order to maintain the bus voltage at the same level.

Vmax = Kmax
Vbus

n
(6)

It can be observed from Equations (4) and (6) that, the wider the output voltage range of the PM,
the bigger the disparity in battery SoC that can be handled. Accordingly, the topology of the MPC
used for the PMs affects the operating range and SoC balancing as will be investigated in Section 3.

3. Converter Topology for the Power Modules

Non-isolated MPCs are usually built based on combinations of basic pulse width modulation
(PWM) DC-DC converters (buck, boost or buck-boost) or based on a reduced form of the combined
converter [15]. The most common topology for MPCs is the boost-boost topology (Figure 3a)
which uses multiple boost converters to interface the different power sources to the power bus.
However, this topology has some limitations if implemented in the proposed MMPC. The minimum
output voltage of the PM based on this topology is limited to the battery voltage while the maximum
output voltage is determined by the boost ratio of the PV-converter during the availability of PV power,
and the battery converter when PV power is unavailable. If the maximum voltages for battery and PV
are designed to be equal at a value of Vpv, then the minimum achievable output voltage under this
condition is Vpv, while the maximum achievable output voltage will be more than Vpv depending on
the boost ratio of the converters. Accordingly, if a boost ratio of two is considered (although feasible,
this may affect efficiency), the operating voltage range of the converter will be from Vpv up to 2 Vpv.
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The proposed topology for the MPC cell shown in Figure 3b has been developed based on the
integration of a boost stage which interfaces to the PV-module and a buck stage which interfaces to
the battery module. This topology enables a dual step-down and step-up voltage conversion for the
battery voltage providing more flexibility for the choice of battery voltage. To achieve this, blocking
diodes D1 and D2 are needed to decouple the PV boost from battery converter in order to extend
power flow controllability of the developed MPC. To better analyze the operations of the proposed
converter, the three different operating modes will be further analyzed under continuous conduction
mode (CCM) neglecting the diode forward voltages.
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3.1. Single Input Double Output Mode

For the single input double output (SIDO) mode, the PV-module provides the power for the load
and battery charging which means for all modes described below, the current in L1 will flow towards
the battery. In this mode, the operating modes of the converter which are illustrated in Figure 4,
are as follows:

1. Stage I is illustrated in Figure 4a: switch S3 is turned ON which means the power extracted from
the PV will be used to increase the energy stored in L2 i.e., the voltage across inductor L2 is VPV;
due to the initial negative current in L1, diode D1 will have to be turned on and if switch S2 is
OFF, S1 is conducting through its body diode, the voltage across inductor L1 is (−Vbatt) which
will cause its current to reduce in amplitude.

2. Stage II is illustrated in Figure 4b: switch S3 is turned OFF while switch S2 is still OFF and S1 is
conducting through its body diode. The difference between the currents in inductors L1 and L2
will flow to the output via D2 which means the voltage potential at the common point between L1
and L2 is clamped to Vo. Therefore, the voltage across inductor L1 is (VO−Vbatt) and the voltage
across inductor L2 is (VPV−VO).

3. Stage III is illustrated in Figure 4c: switch S3 is OFF while switch S2 is ON and S1 is OFF. This has
the following implications: the battery is disconnected (ib = 0), the voltage across the inductor
L1 is VO, therefore the current in L1 increases in amplitude and the current in L2 continue to
decrease as the voltage across the inductor L2 remains (VPV−VO).
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Figure 5 shows the typical waveforms of the converter during SIDO mode. By applying the
voltage balance principle to the inductor L2, the following equations can be obtained:

VPVd3 + (VPV −VO)(1− d3) = 0 (7)

Therefore,
VPV = (1− d3)VO (8)

where d3 is the duty ratio of switch S3, VPV is the PV-module’s voltage and VO is the converter
output voltage.

Similarly, by applying the voltage balance principle to inductor L1, the following equations can
be obtained:

−Vbattd3 + (VO −Vbatt)(1− d3 − d2) + VOd2 = 0 (9)
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Therefore, the relationship between the battery and output voltages and switches duty cycles
defined as:

VO =
(1− d2)

(1− d3)
Vbatt (10)

where d2 is the duty ratio of switch S2; as the switches S2 and S1 operate complementary, (10) can be
reconstructed as:

VO =
d1

(1− d3)
Vbatt (11)

where d1 is the duty cycle of the switch S1. Based on (8), d3 controls the PV current and therefore the
maximum power point operation of the PV-module independent of the output voltage (as long as it is
larger than PV voltage), while d1 controls the output voltage based on Equation (11) for a defined d3

and an actual value of battery voltage Vbatt.
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3.2. Double Input Single Output (DISO) Mode

The converter operates in double input single output (DISO) mode when the load demand exceeds
the power capability of the PV-module. Therefore, the extra power is supplied by the battery module
which means that the current in L1 is negative (opposite to the direction indicated by the arrow).
For this mode, the operating modes of the converter are as:

1. Stage I is illustrated in Figure 6a: switches S3 and S1 are turned ON and switch S2 is OFF which
means that the PV is shorted via L2 forcing the diode D1 to be reverse biased (OFF) and only the
battery provides current to the load. This means that the voltage across inductor L1 is negative
(VO−Vbatt) and its current raises and the voltage across inductor L2 is (+VPV) forcing its current
to increase.

2. Stage II is illustrated in Figure 6b: switch S3 is turned OFF while switch S1 is still in conduction.
This means the PV will contribute current towards the load and the diode D1 will conduct.
Therefore, the voltage across inductor L1 remains (VO−Vbatt) and the voltage across inductor L2
is (VPV−VO) forcing its current to decrease.
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3. Stage III is illustrated in Figure 6c: switches S1 and S3 are turned OFF while switch S2 is conducting
through its body diode. Therefore, the voltage across inductor L1 is (VO) causing the amplitude of
its current to decrease. The voltage across inductor L2 remains negative (VPV−VO) and it current
continues to decrease.
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Figure 7 shows the typical waveforms of the converter during DISO mode. As can be observed,
the operation of the PV-converter remained unchanged and consequently it is governed by Equation (8).
For the battery converter, applying the voltage balance principle to inductor L1, the following equations
can be obtained:

(VO −Vbatt)d1 + VO(1− d1) = 0 (12)

Therefore,
VO = d1Vbatt (13)
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3.3. Single Input Single Output Mode

The converter is able to work in single input single output (SISO) mode when there is no power
available from the PV-module (shading condition), therefore all the load power has to be supplied by
the battery module. As the PV-converter is not in operation, the proposed converter operation during
this mode is determined by the battery converter which operates as a normal buck converter and its
output voltage is determined by Equation (13) in the same way as for DISO mode.

As can be observed from analyzing the different modes of operation, the proposed converter
output voltage range is determined by the mode of operation as follows:

During SIDO mode which covers the charging of the battery from the PV: based on Equation (11)
the proposed converter works in buck-boost operation therefore the theoretical output voltage ranges
from 0 V to voltages higher than the battery voltage (Vbatt).

During DISO and SISO modes which only cover the discharge of the battery, based on Equation (13),
the theoretical output voltage ranges from 0 V up to Vbatt (i.e., the output voltage needs to be smaller
than the battery voltage).

Accordingly, and in order to ensure the proper operation of the proposed converter under all
modes of operation, the voltage of the battery module should be selected such that: the minimum
voltage of the battery module (at minimum SoC) should be higher than the maximum targeted output
voltage. On the other hand, in order to ensure continuous extraction of maximum power available from
the PV modules, the voltage of the PV-module should be selected such that: the maximum voltage of
the PV-module should be lower than the minimum targeted output voltage. This will be discussed in
more details in Section 4.

4. Operation of the Proposed MMPC

4.1. Operation Control

The main objectives of the control scheme of the proposed MMPC is to maintain the bus voltage
at its desired value while ensuring corrective measures are taken to address the imbalance in the SoC
of the batteries and/or available PV power among the PMs. To achieve this, a global controller (shown
in Figure 8) has been proposed to determine the power contribution of each PM. It uses a weighting
factor (Ki) calculated according to Equations (1)–(3) and also considers the maximum power available
from the PVs of all PMs. These are used to calculate PM’s output voltage references Vi_Ref accordingly.
These are then passed to the local PM control loops which control the duty cycles of the switch Si3
(di3) and the switch Si1 (di1) in order to achieve the reference output voltage as can be seen in Figure 9.
During the charging process of the battery module, based on the maximum possible charging power
of PM’s battery, each PM local controller determines the operating mode of its PV-converter (MPPT)
either to work at or away from MPP in order achieve the module’s reference output voltage requested
by the global controller. The MPPT algorithm at the local control loop of the PM controls the current
and accordingly the power of the PV-module through the duty cycle of the switch S3 (d3) independent
of the output voltage (as long as it is larger than PV-module voltage), while the duty cycle of the
switch S1 (d1) controls the output voltage of the power module based on Equation (11) for a defined d3

(defined by the MPPT) and an actual value of battery voltage Vbatt.
Information about state of charge and state of health of the individual battery cells within the

battery modules gathered by the battery management system (BMS) can be used to determine the
charge/discharge power of each battery module at global control loop. The proposed converter reduced
the required number of series-connected battery cells through the decentralized battery modules
which can eliminate the need for cells balancing/equalization circuits as investigated in Reference [38].
If a fault in any one of the PMs prevents it delivering its desired power contribution to the bus,
this imbalance will cause its output voltage to drop down to zero, causing the forward bias and
therefore conduction of the diodes D1 and D2 as well as the anti-parallel (body) diode of S3 (that can be
easily duplicated to grantee fault tolerance operation). This means there will be a natural bypassing of
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the faulty modules. Losing the voltage contribution of this faulty module will be detected by the global
controller which will then modify the reference voltage of the remaining PMs in order to compensate
for that fault and maintain the bus voltage at its reference value. These measures can provide a wide
range of fault tolerance for the proposed power system: this is one of the important advantages of the
proposed MMPC.

4.2. Converter Design Analysis

The selection of the voltages for the battery and PV modules which interface to the PM is one of
the most important design parameters for the proposed MMPC as it determines the imbalance range
that can be handled between the PM’s batteries. During battery charging, if for a given PM the PV
boost is operating at its MPP, then the minimum achievable output voltage for this PM is Vpv-max

which is PM’s PV-module voltage at MPP.
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During battery charge/discharge (battery buck/boost), the maximum achievable output voltage of
the PM is the voltage of its battery (Vbatt). As a result, the maximum imbalance in the SoCs of the PMs’
batteries that can be handled can be derived based on Equations (4) and (6) under these conditions as:

SOCmax

SOCmin
=

Vbatt

Vpv−max
(14)
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As can be observed from Equation (14), the wider the range between battery voltage and
PV-module voltage at MPP, the wider the imbalance among the PMs’ batteries that can be handled.

Determining the number of PMs is also one of the key design parameters of the proposed MMPC,
as it defines the maximum utilization of the battery modules as well as the PV modules’ available
power. For a defined output voltage level for the proposed MMPC, increasing the number of PMs
results in reducing the required terminal voltage of a single battery module which in turn reduces the
number of series-connected battery cells per module and consequently better utilization of available
battery capacity.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 18 
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The power extracted from a single PV-string is limited by the weakest PV-module in the string,
this weakness being due to aging/degradation or shadowing. Segmenting the single PV-string into
several PV-modules interfacing the different ports of the proposed converter will improve the utilization
of the available power as it allows independent MPPT for each PV-module limiting the effect of weak
PV-modules on the overall performance of the PV-string. This also gives flexibility in configuring
PV-modules with different angles/orientations which enhances the utilization of the space available for
mounting PV-modules.

Increasing the number of PMs also decreases the voltage stress of the switches which enables the
use of low voltage rating devices with smaller parasitic resistances and capacitances which may reduce
the conduction and switching losses of the switches and boosts the system efficiency.

Increasing the number of modules increases the fault tolerance of the MMPC as it decreases the
impact of the faulty module on the overall system operation.

On the other hand, increasing the number of PMs results in increased converter complexity due
to the increased number of local control loops which require dedicated measurements and their own
PWM. Therefore, the selection of the number of modules for a particular application needs to be the
subject of a tradeoff study where the impact on system efficiency, complexity and cost is evaluated
against improving the maximum utilization of battery capacity and available PV power and the fault
tolerance of the system.

Since the proposed converter is aimed to operate with very high switching frequency in order to
achieve high power density, current ripple of the PV-stage inductor (L2) of the PMs that may affect
the efficiency of the MPPT for the PV modules will be in very high frequency and hence a proper
decoupling capacitor can be implemented at the PV-stage input.

5. Experimental Results

In order to validate the proposed MMPC, an experimental prototype has been developed that is
able to deliver 1 kW of power at a bus voltage of 75 V. The experimental prototype shown in Figure 10
consists of three PMs (M1, M2 and M3) built based on the proposed topology discussed in Section 3
with specifications shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Design parameters of the experimental setup.

Symbol Description Value

Vbatt Battery module voltage 36 V
VPV-max PV-module voltage at MPP 17 V

L1 Battery converter inductor 375 µH
L2 PV-converter inductor 187 µH
M Total number PM 3

Ibus Maximum load current 14 A
Vbus Bus voltage 75 V

f s Switching frequency 10 kHz

Each PM interfaces with a programmable power supply that emulates a PV-module. Three lead
acid battery modules have been used to provide energy storage capability for each module. The digital
control platform consists of a powerful floating point digital signal processor (DSP) (Texas Instruments
TMS320C6713) mounted on a commercial kit board that runs all the complex calculations required by
the control, and a custom field-programmable gate array (FPGA) platform built around the (ProASIC®3)
chip that is controlling the A/D feedback signal acquisition and the generation of the PWM signals.
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The evaluation of the proposed MMPC and associated management algorithms was achieved
in four tests. Test 1, which is shown in Figure 11, was made for battery charging and assumed
balanced batteries (i.e., the three battery modules had the same SoC). Initially the three PV-sources
provided nearly equal power (around 117 W each) which resulted in an equal voltage contribution
(around 25 V) for all the PMs to the MMPC bus voltage (75 V) and also in maintaining balanced
charging powers (3 × 55 W) for the battery modules. At t = 10 s, a disturbance had been introduced to
the system by slightly reducing the load power by 5% as well as imposing an imbalance in the PV
powers (Ppv1 = 150 W; Ppv2 = 117 W; Ppv3 = 85 W). Accordingly, if the module voltage contributions
were kept the same, the imbalance in PV powers would cause a direct imbalance in the charging
powers of the battery modules which in turn would lead to significant SoC imbalances. In order
to minimize this, the proposed management algorithm allowed the modules to contribute with
imbalanced voltage/power to the bus voltage/load power in order to minimize the battery power
imbalance which ultimately would provide minimum SoC imbalance. This was seen during the time
(10 < t < 19 s), where the voltage contribution of M1 with highest PV power had been increased from
25 V to 35 V to direct most of the increased PV power (117 W→152 W = +30%) to the bus/load. On the
other hand, the voltage contribution of M3 with lowest PV available power (120 W→85 W = −30%) had
been decreased to 17 V (this is the minimum possible, equal to the PV voltage) to minimize the module
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power contribution to the bus, allowing for more power to charge the battery module (53 W→42 W =

−20% instead of 37 W). These imbalances in the voltage contributions of PMs was nearly compensating
for the PV power imbalances, limiting the buildup of battery SoC divergence. Throughout the whole
test, it can be seen that the control was able to maintain the bus voltage at 75 V under all conditions,
unaffected by the PV imbalance.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 18 
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The second test, shown in Figure 12, evaluated the capability of the MMPC to maintain the bus
voltage as well as balanced SoCs for the battery modules under the presence/absence of PVs power.
Initially (t < 10 s), the power of all the PV-sources were almost the same (=118 W) and all batteries
were charging with the same power (=44 W) to maintain balanced SoCs. At t = 10 s the PV-source of
M3 was switched OFF. This forced the battery of M3 to switch from charging to discharging state in
order to contribute power to the load requirement, which needs to be kept at a minimum in order to
limit the divergence of the battery module SoC. Therefore, the voltage contribution of M3 was set to
the minimum (17 V). To compensate for this, the voltage contributions of M1 and M2 were increased
delivering more power to the bus/load and less power (44 W ↓30 W) to charge their batteries but
keeping the bus voltage at the reference level (75 V although a small dip is visible). When another
PV-source (PV1) is switched OFF (t = 12.5 s), the voltage contribution of M2 increases to the maximum
(36 V) to maximize its power share to the load and minimize the charging power of its battery module
(30 W ↓9 W), allowing the modules without their PV source (M1 and M3) to minimize their power
contribution to the load. The last PV-source (PV2) to be switched off was M2 at t = 16 s which means
all the three battery modules were discharging, therefore the voltage/power contributions of all the
modules were the same, to have same discharge power and maintain balanced SoCs. The second part
of this test consisted of switching ON the PV sources in the same order. It can be seen that the voltage
contribution of each module changes in a similar way as in the previous steps, which is consistent with
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the aim of minimizing as much as possible the power imbalance of the batteries while delivering a
constant bus voltage to the load.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 18 
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The third test, shown in Figure 13, evaluated the capability of the MMPC to reduce the charge
imbalance of the battery modules. As it required a long time to obtain a noticeable change in the SoC
of the battery modules when using their real capacity, the capacity used in the SoC estimator in this
test was reduced by a factor of 10. The test started with the following imbalance in the SoC of the
battery modules 62% (M1), 52% (M2) and 42% (M3). In order to reduce this SoC imbalance, while the
three PV sources provide balanced power (t < 11 s), the MMPC management strategy defines the
voltage contribution of the PMs according to the SoC of their battery modules. M1 contributed with
the highest voltage to the bus (28 V) according to its battery SoC, while M2 contributed with (25 V)
and M3, which has the lowest SoC, contributed with (21 V). As a result, the charging power of M1
battery module was the minimum (33 W) while the charging power for M3 battery was the maximum
(49.6 W). The charging power of M3′s battery was (40 W).

At t = 11 s, a simulated step change in the irradiance has been applied to the PV-source of M1 that
caused a power increase from 120 W to 160 W, while the PV power of M2 and M3 remained the same.
In order to have the fastest reduction of battery imbalance, the voltage contribution of M1 increased
to its maximum (36 V) while the voltage contribution of M2 and M3 decreased to 22.5 V and to its
minimum (17 V) respectively. Most of the increase of the PV power of M1 was directed to the bus/load
allowing M2 and M3 to decrease their power contribution to the bus/load, which results in an increase
of their battery charging powers: This will reduce the differences among the batteries SOCs. The test
continued by having the load absorbing several power peak surges (600 W and 900 W at 32 s < t <

34 s and 38 s < t < 41 s), which required power to be supplied by the batteries and PVs. Available
PV powers were equal. To further reduce the SoC imbalance, the voltage contribution to the bus
and the discharging power of M1′s battery was larger compared to M2 and M3. The test concluded
with a sudden reduction of the power of all three PVs (t = 48 s.). It can be seen that the reduction of
imbalance continued even when the PV power was absent. In order to facilitate a better observation of
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the imbalance reduction process, the difference in SoC between PM1-PM2 and PM1-PM3 is shown
in Figure 13, where a continuous decrease of the imbalance is obvious (20% to 18% and 10% to 9%
respectively).Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 18 
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The last test is shown in Figure 14, where the operation of the MMPC for a single module
failure was investigated. At t = 12 s, a failure had been imposed to the MMPC by disconnecting the
PV-source and the battery of M3. As can be seen, the collapse of M3 voltage caused the MMPC to
immediately respond by increasing the voltage contribution of M1 and M2 to the maximum level to
compensate for the loss of the M3 and to attempt to maintain the bus voltage at the nominal value.
However, as the maximum voltage contribution of the power modules is limited to the battery voltage
(36 V), the maximum reachable bus voltage was less than 72 V, which is less than the specified value
(75 V). This means that if the system had consisted of a sufficient number of modules, or if the battery
module rated voltage were slightly higher, it would have been possible to completely compensate for
the loss of one module while maintaining the bus voltage at its specified value. Increased loading also
had been applied (19 s < t < 23 s) to verify the effect of this failure at different loads.
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proposed converter confirming the expected benefits including capability to achieve battery 
balancing while operating with PV power imbalance or with a module fault. 

As a stepping stone, this study opens a new approach for using modular architectures of 
multiport power converters to enable the use of low voltage/high current photovoltaic modules and 
battery modules to implement a high voltage power system bus instead of using high voltage strings 
made of a large number of series-connected PV-modules and battery cells with the related known 
problems. Additionally, due to the low voltage stress on the semiconductor devices in the proposed 
converter, low voltage rating semiconductor switches with reduced parasitic capacitances and 
ON-resistances can be used within the converter modules which may reduce switching/conduction 
power losses, improving overall efficiency compared to using higher voltage rated power devices. 
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Figure 14. Operation of the proposed modular multiport converter with one module failure.

6. Conclusions

A new modular multiport converter for photovoltaic-battery based power systems has been
proposed in this paper. The proposed converter topology is based on a modular architecture. Compared
to conventional centralized multiport converter, this solution is able to operate with a high degree of
PV power imbalance while reducing/maintaining the battery SoC imbalance/balancing. It can also
accommodate partial failure of a module. The converter topology operation and control are derived.
The proposed converter has been prototyped at 75 V/1 kW based on three modules to validate the
concept. The experimental results showed the performance of the proposed converter confirming the
expected benefits including capability to achieve battery balancing while operating with PV power
imbalance or with a module fault.

As a stepping stone, this study opens a new approach for using modular architectures of multiport
power converters to enable the use of low voltage/high current photovoltaic modules and battery
modules to implement a high voltage power system bus instead of using high voltage strings made of
a large number of series-connected PV-modules and battery cells with the related known problems.
Additionally, due to the low voltage stress on the semiconductor devices in the proposed converter,
low voltage rating semiconductor switches with reduced parasitic capacitances and ON-resistances
can be used within the converter modules which may reduce switching/conduction power losses,
improving overall efficiency compared to using higher voltage rated power devices.
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